CHAPTER 7. REWRITING THE CLASSICS.
DIONYSIUS AND THE METHOD OF METATHESIS
I cannot rewrite what is perfect.
(W.A. Mozart in Amadeus, Peter Shaffer / Milos Forman)

7.1. Introduction
In the fourth chapter of his work On Composition, Dionysius of Halicarnassus
compares the subject of this treatise (sÊnyesiw) to the Homeric goddess Athena.1 Just
as Athena makes the same Odysseus appear now in one form, now in another, so
composition, taking the same words, makes the ideas (tå noÆmata) appear at one
time ‘unlovely, mean and beggarly’, and at another time ‘sublime, rich and
beautiful’.2 This elegant comparison, which illustrates the power of composition, also
offers an instructive background to one of the most interesting aspects of Dionysius’
rhetorical works, namely his method of metathesis (metãyesiw).3 The re-arrangement
of texts, which changes their character just as Athena can change the form of
Odysseus, is one of the three methods of literary criticism of which Dionysius makes
use, besides the analysis of longer text fragments and the comparison (sÊgkrisiw) of
two or more authors.4 The method of metathesis can be considered a language
experiment intended to demonstrate the merits and defects, or more generally the
particularities of a text.5
1

This chapter has been published in a slightly different form as De Jonge (2005b).
Comp. 4.19,18-20,10.
3
On the various applications of the term ‘metathesis’ in ancient grammar and rhetoric, see Schindel
(1993) 113. In this chapter, the word ‘metathesis’ refers to the technique of rewriting a given text,
whether in prose or poetry, in order to make a comparison between the first and second version,
thereby pointing to certain virtues, faults or particularities in the style of the original. Dionysius of
Halicarnassus usually refers to this technique with the verb metat¤yhmi (‘to change’, ‘to transpose’, ‘to
place differently’), but he also uses other verbs, such as éllãttv (‘to change’, ‘to alter’) and other
compound verbs with meta-, including metakin°v (‘to change’, ‘to change places’), metap¤ptv (‘to
undergo a change’) and metarruym¤zv (‘to change the form’).
4
The standard work on Dionysius’ critical methods is that of Bonner (1939), who has shown that
Dionysius’ use of these methods became increasingly sophisticated in the course of his career.
Although Bonner points to some interesting cases of the rewriting method, he does not give a
systematic analysis of Dionysius’ use of metathesis. A detailed study is lacking, although many
scholars have observed the importance of the metathesis procedure in Dionysius’ rhetorical works. See
Rhys Roberts (1901) 11-12, Rhys Roberts (1910) 30-31, Grube (1965) 196 and 224, Damon (1991) 5052, Classen (1994) 338-347, Bottai (1999b) 141-146, Spina (1999), 125-127, and Pernot (2000) 182.
On metathesis in the rhetorical tradition, see Spina (2004) and Grimaldi (2004), who quotes a number
of examples from ‘Demetrius’, Dionysius and Hermogenes.
5
A modern example of the method of metathesis can be found in Denniston (1952) 7, who intends to
prove the power of the first sentence of Herodotus’ Histories by changing the order of the first five
words: ‘Put the first five words in any other order, and the thing is ruined.’ The formulation of this
analysis, which clearly echoes the story about the opening words of Plato’s Republic (see below),
resembles the conclusions that Dionysius derives from rewriting Homer or Herodotus in order to prove
2
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In the preceding chapters of this study, I have examined Dionysius’ ideas on language
and the integration of theories from different language disciplines that is characteristic
of his rhetorical works. In this chapter, I will not deal with explicit theories on
language; but the method of metathesis is a linguistic method, which is closely related
to Dionysius’ theories on style, syntax and composition. We have already encountered
one example of metathesis in the discussion of Dionysius’ views on natural style (see
section 5.2). We will now more closely examine the rewriting method, which forms
an integral part of Dionysius’ linguistic knowledge.
Dionysius’ use of metathesis seems to belong to a tradition of ancient ‘language
experiments’. Early examples of the rewriting of texts can be found in Plato and
Aristotle. An interesting case is Socrates’ criticism of the ‘Midas epigram’ in Plato’s
Phaedrus.6 In that passage, Socrates states that a rearrangement of the verses of
Midas’ poem would not affect its quality, which proves that it is a bad poem.
Although Plato does not use the word metathesis, it is clear that Socrates is thinking
of rearrangement as a test of the quality of a text. The idea is that it would be
impossible to change the order of the elements of a good poem or a good speech.7
Another early example of the rewriting of texts is Socrates’ metathesis of the opening
of the Iliad into prose, which shows how Homer would have spoken himself, if he had
not impersonated Chryses.8 Dionysius himself refers to the famous story about the
writing-tablet on which Plato wrote down various arrangements of the opening words
of the Republic.9 In Aristotle, we find the first instances of metathesis as a didactic
method, employed to point out the difference between deliberative and epideictic
rhetoric, and the difference between loan words and standard terms. 10 Like Dionysius,
‘Demetrius’ and, less frequently, ‘Longinus’ and Cicero employ metathesis to
illustrate the virtues or faults of a text.11 There is also an interesting connection
between the critical method of metathesis and the preliminary rewriting exercises that
were part of the educational system (see section 7.3.2).

the quality of their texts: compare, e.g., Comp. 4.17,6-14 (section 7.2). Dover (1997) also applies the
method of metathesis in his analyses of prose style.
6
Plato, Phdr. 264d.
7
On this passage and the Platonic notion of ‘organic composition’, see Sicking (1963) 225-242, Heath
(1989) 12-27, Armstrong (1995) 222 n. 32, and Ford (2002) 240-244.
8
Plato, Rep. 392ff. On this passage, see Ferrari (1989), 92-148 and Spina (1994) 173-179.
9
Comp. 25.133,7-13. On this story, see Spina (1999) 111-115.
10
Aristotle, Rh. 1367b-1368a; Po. 1458b15-1459a4.
11
Janko (2000) 227 n. 2 lists all the instances of metathesis in ‘Demetrius’, On Style. See also Damon
(1991) 52 n. 100. ‘Longinus’ employs metathesis e.g. in Subl. 39.4 and 40.2-3 (where the procedure is
left to the reader). Cicero uses the same method in Orator 81, 214-215 and 232-233. Similar to the
rhetoricians’ method of metathesis is the technique of metãlhciw (paraphrasing) that is employed by
the grammarian Apollonius Dyscolus: see Sluiter (1990) 111-117.
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Special attention should be paid to the so-called kritikoi who appear in Philodemus’
On Poems (see section 1.5). The possibility or impossibility of metathesis played an
important role in the exciting debate between Philodemus and his opponents (the
kritikoi) on the criteria for good poetry.12 The kritikoi used metathesis to prove that
the quality of poetry does not depend on content or words, but only on word order and
the sound that ‘supervenes’ upon it.13 The reasoning of these critics seems to have
been that if the composition of a verse is changed, tÚ ‡dion (the distinguishing
feature) of poetry, that is the euphony that supervenes on the composition, will be lost,
although the meaning and the words have not changed.14 Philodemus, however,
objected that if the composition is altered, the meaning of a verse will change as
well.15
In this chapter, I will focus on the use of metathesis by Dionysius of Halicarnassus. I
will argue that, in the rhetorical works of this author, metathesis is a very useful and
versatile method, which he applies in order to point out the virtues, faults or
particularities of certain original texts. Metathesis enables Dionysius and his readers
to compare such an original text with a new formulation of the same thought.
Therefore, it is an important didactic instrument for Dionysius, whose aim it is to
teach his audience to write in a clear and pleasing style.
7.2. Metathesis in Philodemus’ On Poems and in Dionysius’ On Composition
While modern scholars have paid due attention to the views of Philodemus and his
opponents on metathesis, they seem to underestimate the usefulness of Dionysius’
language experiments. Although Bonner has already shown how important Dionysius’
rewritings are with regard to his critical method, these language experiments have
been the target of criticism in more recent publications.16 When discussing Dionysius’
12

On the discussion between Philodemus and his opponents about the possibility or impossibility of
metathesis, see Armstrong (1995) and Oberhelman & Armstrong (1995).
13
Cf. Janko (2000) 226-227.
14
Cf. Porter (1995a) 88. In an ironical context, Horace, Sat. 1.4.53-62 turns things around by
employing metathesis to prove the irrelevance, instead of the power, of composition: see Freudenburg
(1993) 146-147 and Oberhelman & Armstrong (1995) 242-244. For tÚ ‡dion, see e.g. Philodemus, On
Poems 1 fr. 31 Janko.
15
See Sbordone (1983) 36 and Janko (2000) 217 n. 7 and 227 n. 2.
16
Bonner (1939), 92-93: ‘It has already been observed that the method of recasting an author’s remark
in order to bring home a criticism is among the most satisfactory methods of critical exposition, and
one which calls for most exertion on the part of the critic.’ Apart from Greenberg (1958), who thinks
that the kritikoi in Philodemus were more successful in their application of metathesis than Dionysius,
other scholars have criticized Dionysius’ method as well. Gabba (1991) 66 remarks that Dionysius’
‘stylistic criticism of Thucydides brings him to the point of daring [my italicisation, CCdJ] to rewrite
the text of Thucydides in a fuller and more normal style’. With regard to Dionysius’ recasting of
Thucydides 3.81ff., Usher (1974) 458 remarks that ‘[s]ome modern students might prefer Dionysius’s
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method of metathesis, modern scholars usually refer to an article by Greenberg
(1958), who treated ‘metathesis as an instrument in the criticism of poetry’.
Greenberg holds the view that the kritikoi who are cited by Philodemus were much
more successful in their application of metathesis than Dionysius. He draws this
conclusion after having discussed only one instance of this method from Dionysius’
works, namely the rewriting of some verses from the Iliad in Comp. 4:17
Homer, Iliad 12.433-435:
éll' ¶xen Àste tãlanta gunØ xern∞tiw
élhyÆw,
¥ te staymÚn ¶xousa ka‹ e‡rion émf‹w
én°lkei
ﬁsãzous', ·na pais‹n éeik°a misyÚn
êroito.

Dionysius’ metathesis:
éll' ¶xen Àste gunØ xern∞tiw tãlant'
élhyÆw,
¥ tiw e‡rion émf‹ ka‹ staymÚn ¶xous'
én°lkei
ﬁsãzous', ·n' éeik°a pais‹n êroito misyÒn.

‘Firmly they stayed like the scales in the
hands of a labouring woman
Carefully holding the balancing arm and
weighing the wool
Poising it level, to earn for her children a
beggarly pittance.’

‘They stayed firmly like the scales in the
labouring woman’s hands
As she carefully held the balancing arm aloft
and weighed the wool,
Level-poised, that her children might a
beggarly pittance receive.’

Homer, Iliad 13.392-393:
Õw ˘ prÒsy' ·ppvn ka‹ d¤frou ke›to
tanusye¤w,
bebrux≈w, kÒniow dedragm°now
aﬂmato°sshw.

Dionysius’ metathesis:
Õw ˘ prÒsy' ·ppvn ka‹ d¤frou ke›to
tanusye¤w,
aﬂmato°sshw kÒniow dedragm°now,
bebrux≈w.

‘So there outstretched was he lying, his
steeds and his chariot before,
Groaning, convulsively clutching the dust
that was red with his gore.’

‘So there outstretched was he lying, his steeds
and his chariot before,
At the dust that was red with his gore
clutching convulsively, groaning.’

In order to prove the power of composition, Dionysius changes not only the word
order, but also the metre of the Homeric verses. He changes the dactylic hexameters
from Iliad 12 into so-called ‘prosodiacs’, which Dionysius compares to the ‘Priapean’
or ‘ithyphallic’ lines of Euphorion. The hexameters from Iliad 13 he rewrites in ‘Ionic
tetrameters’, which he compares to the effeminate lines of the Hellenistic poet
Sotades. In linking specific metres with a specific ethos, Dionysius is in line with

version, but if they were to do so they would be seen to share his incomplete understanding of
Thucydides’s view of history.’
17
Comp. 4.15,3-16,6; Comp. 4.16,7-18,3. On this metathesis, see also Bottai (1999b) 143-145.
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other ancient critics.18 He concludes that ‘when the choice of words remains
unchanged and only the arrangement is altered, the rhythm and the metre is changed,
and with it the structure, the complexion, the character, the feeling and the general
effectiveness of the lines.’19 Greenberg opposes this technique of rewriting to the
metathesis practiced by the critics who appear in Philodemus’ On Poems. He points to
a fragment of this work that Janko (2000) has attributed to the critic Heracleodorus. In
this fragment, the importance of word order (and the supervening sound) is proven by
a rearrangement (metathesis) of Iliad 16.112-114, which preserves the dactylic
hexameter of the original:20
Homer, Iliad 16.112-114:
¶spete nËn moi MoËsai ÉOlÊmpia d≈mat'
¶xousai,
˜ppvw dØ pr«ton pËr ¶mpese nhus‹n
ÉAxai«n.
ÜEktvr A‡antow dÒru me¤linon êgxi
paraståw
pl∞j' ...

18

Heracleodorus’ metathesis:21
¶spete MoËsai ÉOlÊmpia d≈mata nËn moi
¶xousai
˜ppvw pr«ton dØ nhus‹n pËr ¶mpesÉ
ÉAxai«n
A‡antow dÒru me¤linon ÜEktvr <êgxi
parastãw>

Cf. the ‘effeminate’ rhythm that, according to ‘Demetrius’, Eloc. 189 characterises the Sotadean
metathesis of a Homeric verse.
19
Comp. 4.17,6-14: §dunãmhn d' ín ¶ti pollåw ﬁd°aw m°trvn ka‹ diafÒrouw eﬁw tÚn ≤rvÛkÚn
§mpiptoÊsaw st¤xon §pideiknÊnai, tÚ d' aÈtÚ ka‹ to›w êlloiw Ùl¤gou de›n pçsi sumbebhkÚw m°troiw te
ka‹ =uymo›w épofa¤nein, Àste t∞w m¢n §klog∞w t«n Ùnomãtvn t∞w aÈt∞w menoÊshw, t∞w d¢ suny°sevw
mÒnhw metapesoÊshw tã te m°tra metarruym¤zesyai ka‹ summetap¤ptein aÈto›w tå sxÆmata, tå
xr≈mata, tå ≥yh, tå pãyh, tØn ˜lhn t«n poihmãtvn éj¤vsin. ‘I could illustrate many further different
types of metre, all falling under the category of the heroic line, and showing that the same thing is true
of almost all the other metres and rhythms — that when the choice of words remains unchanged and
only the arrangement is altered, the rhythm and the metre is changed, and with it the structure, the
complexion, the character, the feeling and the general effectiveness of the lines.’ Isocrates, Evagoras
11 already refers to the possibility of metathesis as an instrument to prove the power of metre: μn gãr
tiw t«n poihmãtvn t«n eÈdokimoÊntvn tå m¢n ÙnÒmata ka‹ tåw diano¤aw katal¤p˙, tÚ d¢ m°tron
dialÊs˙, fanÆsetai polÁ katade°stera t∞w dÒjhw ∏w nËn ¶xomen per‹ aÈt«n. ‘... if you destroy the
metre of the most popular poetry, leaving words and ideas as they are, the poems will appear much
inferior to their present renown.’ (Translation Grube [1965] 43.)
20
Philodemus, On Poems 1 fr. 39 Janko (Heracleodorus fr. 39 Janko). The translations are mine, but
inspired by Murray (1957) and Janko (2000). Cf. Greenberg (1958) 264-265 and Janko (2000) 226227. In his review of Janko’s edition of Philodemus’ On Poems 1, Sider (2002) wrongly attributes the
metathesis of Il. 16.112-114 (On Poems 1 fr. 39 Janko) to Philodemus himself. Philodemus, however,
objected that metathesis is impossible, because any change in the composition of a verse will also alter
its meaning.
21
Because Heracleodorus merely changes the word order of Homer’s lines, there is no uncertainty
about the exact words that are to be read in the papyrus text. For this reason, I leave out the critical
signs of the papyrus edition, for which I refer to Janko (2000) 226.
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‘Tell me now, Muses, who have dwellings on
Olympus,
how first fire was flung upon the ships of the
Achaeans.
Hector came near to Ajax and smote his
ashen spear (...).’

‘Tell, Muses, who have dwellings on
Olympus, me
how first upon the ships of the Achaeans fire
was flung.
Near to Ajax came Hector and smote his
ashen spear (...).’

We should observe, though, that Heracleodorus’ hexameters contain serious errors.
The normal caesura (the penthemimeral caesura after the fifth verse-element or the
trochaic caesura after the first short of the sixth verse-element) is lacking in lines one
and three.22 Of Homer’s hexameters without caesura, most have word-end after the
fourth marked element, which Heracleodorus’ verses do not have either.23 Besides,
the distribution of information is very strange. After he has compared the use of
metathesis by Dionysius, who changes the metre of the original, and the kritikoi, who
preserve dactylic hexameters (deficient as they may be), Greenberg draws the
following conclusion:24 ‘Comparison of relevant passages from Philodemus’ treatise
shows that the device of metathesis has not been employed with full rigor by
Dionysius, that metathesis was employed more often by ancient critics than might be
supposed from Dionysius’ account, and that these critics derived conclusions from the
device which were more sweeping than those of Dionysius.’25
We could wonder, however, whether such a conclusion, based on one instance of
Dionysian metathesis, is justified. First, Greenberg pays no attention to Dionysius’
many metatheses of prose, which fall outside the scope of his article.26 Second, he
seems to ignore that Dionysius’ language experiments have a much wider application
than those of the kritikoi who are discussed by Philodemus. I do not agree with
Greenberg that the conclusions that the kritikoi derived from the method of metathesis
were in general more ‘sweeping’ than those of Dionysius.27 For, as I intend to point
22

Cf. Van Raalte (1986) 70-83 and Sicking (1993) 75-78.
Cf. Van Raalte (1986) 81-82.
24
Greenberg (1958) 262.
25
In fact, Dionysius nowhere says that other critics did not employ the method of metathesis. Besides,
when Greenberg (1958) 265-6 states that ‘Dionysius is demonstrating in effect the efficacy of the meter
rather than the primacy of synthesis’, he seems to forget that for Dionysius sÊnyesiw is far more than
word order alone, and that rhythm is in fact one of the many aspects that comprise the Dionysian
concept of sÊnyesiw (see section 1.6). Dionysius does not say that he is discussing the importance of
word order, but of composition in general. Therefore, it seems to me that his metathesis of the verses
from Iliad 12 and 13 is not as unsatisfactory as Greenberg thinks.
26
Greenberg (1958) 265 n. 11 correctly states that ‘[u]nlike poetic metathesis, not all prosaic
metatheses are bad.’ In other words, whereas the metathesis of a line of poetry is always presented as
inferior to the original, the rewriting of a prose text can be presented as surpassing the original in
quality. See section 7. 3.1.
27
Greenberg (1958) 262.
23
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out, Dionysius’ rearrangements have many more purposes than just to establish the
general importance of composition. His method of metathesis is a versatile
instrument, which he uses to point to specific merits, defects or particularities of
classical texts, in order to teach his readers how to write convincingly.
7.3. The versatility of Dionysius’ method of metathesis
When discussing Dionysius’ language experiments, it seems useful to distinguish
between three categories of metatheses.28 First, the rewritings that claim to surpass the
quality of the original text, by the correction of certain alleged faults (section 7.3.1).
Second, the rewritings that are inferior to the original, thus proving the virtues of that
original text (section 7.3.2). Third, the rewritings that are of equal value to the original
text, illustrating alternative compositions that are neither better nor worse than the
original (section 7.3.3). I will discuss a few examples of each category.
7.3.1. Metatheses correcting alleged faults of the original
The majority of Dionysius’ rearrangements belong to the first group: they bring out
stylistic defects in the original. In his early works, Dionysius uses this first type of
metathesis exclusively, and it remains the most common technique in his later works,
such as the Second Letter to Ammaeus, in which Dionysius illustrates his criticism of
the style of Thucydides. In most cases, the rewritings of this type prove the
artificiality and ‘unnaturalness’ of a certain passage: the original texts are criticised
because they contain hyperbaton, anacolutha, obscure words, complex constructions,
long-windedness, redundancy, periphrases, grammatical irregularities, unclear figures,
or ‘theatrical’ parallelisms. Dionysius removes these defects and rewrites the passage
in everyday language, or, as we have already seen, in the style of ‘those who construct
the expression in conformity with common usage’ (see sections 4.4.2 and 5.2).29
In On Demosthenes 18-19, Dionysius intends to show that the style of Isocrates is not
perfect, and contains serious deficiencies, in particular long-windedness by the use of

28

Damon (1991) 51-2, who focuses on the evaluative aspect of the method, seems to make a distinction
between only two groups: ‘The majority (33) of the rewritten sentences point out stylistic faults in the
original by providing simple, unambiguous and otherwise unobjectionable renderings of the same idea.
(...) Ten of the metatheses, however, are intended to show that by changing the word arrangement in a
passage of good writing one can either produce a different style of equal acceptability, or destroy its
effectiveness altogether.’ It seems useful, however, to distinguish between the rewritings that are
inferior to the original version on the one hand, and the rewritings that are of equal value on the other
hand. Hidber (1996) 66 ignores the metatheses that provide alternatives of equal quality.
29
Amm. II 11.430,18-20: for the Greek text, see section 4.4.2. Cf. Damon (1991) 52.
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repetitions, lack of compactness and the inappropriate use of soft-sounding words.30
The way in which Dionysius introduces his metathesis of a passage from Isocrates’
On the Peace is characteristic of his application of the rewriting method, in that he
explicitly involves the reader in his analysis:31
eﬁ d¢ Ùry«w §pilog¤zomai taËt' §gΔ ka‹ ¶stin §n taÊtaiw ta›w éreta›w §nde°sterow
ı énÆr, pãresti t“ boulom°nƒ skope›n §p‹ t∞w ért¤vw parateye¤shw l°jevw
poioum°nƒ tØn §j°tasin.
‘Whether my argument is sound and Isocrates is inferior in these qualities, any reader
can judge for himself by examining the passage which I have just quoted.’
Dionysius then rewrites a sentence of Isocrates’ On the Peace, ‘making one period out
of two’: he simplifies the original, in order to make it ‘more compact’
(suntomvt°ran) and ‘more elegant’ (xariest°ran):32
Isocrates, On the Peace 41:
T¤w går ín êlloyen §pelyΔn ka‹ mØ
sundiefyarm°now ≤m›n éll' §ja¤fnhw
§piståw to›w gignom°noiw oÈk ín
ma¤nesyai ka‹ parafrone›n ≤mçw
nom¤seien; o„ filotimoÊmeya m¢n §p‹ to›w
t«n progÒnvn ¶rgoiw ka‹ tØn pÒlin §k t«n
tÒte praxy°ntvn §gkvmiãzein éjioËmen,
oÈd¢n d¢ t«n aÈt«n §ke¤noiw prãttomen
éllå pçn toÈnant¤on.

Dionysius’ metathesis:
t¤w går ín êlloyen §pelyΔn oÈk ín
ma¤nesyai nom¤seien ≤mçw, o„
filotimoÊmeya m¢n §p‹ to›w t«n progÒnvn
¶rgoiw, oÈd¢n d¢ t«n aÈt«n §ke¤noiw
prãttomen;

‘What stranger, coming from abroad and
suddenly finding himself embroiled in our
affairs before having the time to become
corrupted by our depravity, would not think
us insane and beside ourselves, when we
glory in the deeds of our ancestors, and
think it right to sing the city’s praises by
recounting the achievements of their day,
and yet act in no way like them but do
exactly the opposite?’

‘What stranger from abroad would not think
us insane, when we glory in the deeds of our
ancestors, but act in no way like them?’

30

Dem. 18.166,5-8.
Dem. 19.167,14-17.
32
Dem. 19.167,14-168,12. On this passage, see also Bonner (1939) 69-70.
31
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In this case, Dionysius has merely shortened the original passage, leaving out all
repetitions and ornaments. He objects to the presence of paraplhr≈mata (‘filler
words’) in Isocrates’ text, ‘which are unnecessary and make the expression more
inflated and the period more ornate’.33 All amplifications in Isocrates’ sentence, three
of which start with ka¤ (namely ka‹ mØ ... gignom°noiw, ka‹ parafrone›n and ka‹ tØn
pÒlin ... éjioËmen), one with éllã (namely éllå pçn toÈnant¤on), have been
removed. He has, however, also changed the word order of ≤mçw nom¤seien into
nom¤seien ≤mçw, probably in order to avoid the ugly hiatus of ma¤nesyai ≤mçw. In the
subsequent passage, Dionysius goes on rewriting Isocrates, not only shortening the
original, but also changing certain words and simplifying periphrastic formulas. Thus,
in On the Peace 42 (below) he rewrites tåw pÒleiw tåw ÑEllhn¤daw (‘the Greek
cities’) as tØn ÑEllãda (‘Greece’) and in On the Peace 43 he changes t«n katÉ
§ke›non tÚn xrÒnon genom°nvn (‘the men who lived in that time’) into t«n progÒnvn
(‘our ancestors’):34
Isocrates, On the Peace 42:
kéke›noi m¢n §leuyeroËntew tåw pÒleiw
tåw ÑEllhn¤daw ka‹ bohyoËntew aÈta›w
t∞w ≤gemon¤aw ±ji≈yhsan, ≤me›w d¢ [ka‹]
katadouloÊmenoi ka‹ ténant¤a to›w tÒte
prãttontew éganaktoËmen, eﬁ mØ tØn
aÈtØn timØn §ke¤noiw ßjomen.

Dionysius’ metathesis:
kéke›noi m¢n §leuyeroËntew tØn ÑEllãda
ka‹ s–zontew §p‹ tØn ≤gemon¤an pro∞lyon,
≤me›w d¢ katadouloÊmenoi ka‹ diollÊntew
éganaktoËmen, eﬁ mØ t«n ‡svn teujÒmeya.

‘They liberated the cities of Greece and
came to their aid, and so earned the right to
be their leaders, while we try to enslave
them, doing the opposite of what they did at
that time, and then feel aggrieved when we
are not honoured to be as they were.’

‘They attained to the leadership of Greece by
freeing her and saving her, while we, who are
trying to enslave and destroy her, are
aggrieved that we are not to be accorded equal
honour.’

Isocrates, On the Peace 43:
o„ tosoËton épolele¤mmeya ka‹ ta›w
diano¤aiw ka‹ to›w ¶rgoiw t«n kat' §ke›non
tÚn xrÒnon genom°nvn, ˜son o„ m¢n Íp¢r
t∞w t«n ÑEllÆnvn §leuyer¤aw tÆn te
patr¤da tØn •aut«n §klipe›n §tÒlmhsan
ka‹ maxÒmenoi ka‹ naumaxoËntew toÁw
barbãrouw §n¤khsan, ...

Dionysius’ metathesis:
o„ tosoÊtƒ xe¤rouw §sm¢n t«n progÒnvn,
˜son o„ m¢n Íp¢r toË s«sai toÁw ÜEllhnaw
tÆn te patr¤da tØn •aut«n §j°lipon ka‹
maxÒmenoi prÚw toÁw barbãrouw §n¤khsan,
...

33

Dem. 19.168,8-12: paraplhr≈mata ... oÈk énagka¤an ¶xonta x≈ran, ì poie› tØn •rmhne¤an
émetrot°ran, t`Øn d¢ per¤odon komcot°ran. On the concept of paraplhr≈mata, see section 4.3.2.
34
Dem. 19.168,12-169,11.
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‘We who fall so far short of the men of
those times in both our deeds and our
aspirations that, whereas they had the
courage to leave their country in order to
save Greece, and fighting on both land and
sea conquered the barbarians, (...).’

‘We who are so much worse than our
ancestors that, whereas they, in order to save
the Greeks, abandoned their country, and
fighting the barbarians conquered them, (...).’

Dionysius seems to object in particular to rhetorical pleonasms; so he interprets the
expression ténant¤a to›w tÒte prãttontew (‘doing the opposite of what they did at
that time’) as diollÊntew (‘destroying’), thus clarifying the antithesis with
bohyoËntew (or s–zontew, which he uses instead of bohyoËntew, possibly in order to
avoid assonance of bohyoËntew with §leuyeroËntew). He also changes maxÒmenoi
ka‹ naumaxoËntew (‘fighting on both land and sea’) into the simple maxÒmenoi
(‘fighting’). Besides, Dionysius rewrites some of Isocrates’ synthetic expressions in
an analytical way, which seems to be characteristic of later Greek. So he resolves the
verb ±ji≈yhsan into a preposition and a verb, namely §p‹ ... pro∞lyon, and he
changes the perfect épolele¤mmeya into xe¤rouw §sm°n, leaving out the pleonastic
ka‹ ta›w diano¤aiw ka‹ to›w ¶rgoiw (‘in both our deeds and our aspirations’).35
Dionysius also changes the arrangement of clauses: in his version, prÚw toÁw
barbãrouw belongs to maxÒmenoi, whereas Isocrates’ toÁw barbãrouw is the object
of §n¤khsan. This change is probably suggested by the disappearance of ka‹
naumaxoËntew. In many cases we may disagree with Dionysius, for some of his
changes do not preserve the exact meaning of the original. ‘The cities of Greece’, for
example, are not identical with ‘Greece’, and Isocrates’ addition of naumaxoËntew
(‘even on the sea’) is surely not a useless one.
A constant theme in Dionysius’ discussions of the passages that he tries to correct is
the idea that one should avoid obscurity. Lucidity (safÆneia) and the use of standard,
ordinary words (kÊria ÙnÒmata) are qualities that Dionysius holds in constant regard,
from his early essays (especially On Lysias) onwards.36 The view that poetic language
and periphrasis should be avoided seems to be central to the metatheses of the first
type. Apart from Isocrates, Thucydides is an important target for Dionysius’ criticism
of obscure language. In his treatise On Thucydides, he constantly criticises the style of
Thucydides, some of whose passages ‘cannot be understood without a linguistic
explanation’ (see section 4.4.1).37 Dionysius illustrates his remarks by offering a
clearer version of Thuc. 3.82, removing strange words, periphrases and figures of

35

See Sicking & Stork (1996) 121 on the disappearance of the synthetic perfect in later Greek.
See Lys. 2-4.
37
Thuc. 51.410,15-17.
36
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speech, ‘which have the appearance of solecisms’ (see also section 5.2).38 We have
seen that Dionysius puts forwards similar objections to Thucydides’ style in the
Second Letter to Ammaeus, where he focuses on grammatical irregularities in the use
of the parts of speech (section 4.4.2).39 Again, the rewriting of several passages from
Thucydides serves to illustrate the ways in which one could avoid obscurity and
artificiality.
7.3.2. Metatheses bringing out virtues of the original
The second type of metathesis, which is intended to bring out the virtues of an
original text, is only found in On Composition.40 We have already observed that the
purpose of Dionysius’ rewriting of the lines from Iliad 12 and 13 in Comp. 4 (section
7.2) was to prove that composition in general is more important and powerful than the
selection of words. Apart from establishing the primacy of sÊnyesiw in general,
however, the second type of metathesis can also point to particular virtues of certain
texts. The virtues that Dionysius analyses in this way are (1) the euphonious effects of
certain letters or combinations of letters, (2) the effects of certain rhythms, and (3) the
proper arrangement and length of certain clauses. I will give one example of each of
these subtypes.
In his discussion of metaskeuÆ, the third ¶rgon of composition (see section 4.3.1),
Dionysius shows that the addition of one letter can make a composition more
charming (or, rather, that the omission of one letter can make it less euphonious).
Here, as in other cases (see below) Dionysius presents his own metathesis as the
standard version, from which the original text deviates. At the beginning of his On the
Crown, Demosthenes has written touton‹ tÚn ég«na instead of toËton tÚn ég«na,
which would be the standard expression.41
Demosthenes, On the Crown 1:
eﬁw touton‹ tÚn ég«na
‘to the trial here’

38

Dionysius’ metathesis:
eﬁw toËton tÚn ég«na
‘to this trial’

Thuc. 28-33. See esp. Thuc. 29.373,23: tåw t«n sxhmatism«n plokåw soloikofane›w, ‘combinations
of constructions that make the impression of solecism’. Thuc. 33.381,6-7: sxÆmata, œn ¶nia
soloikism«n par°xetai dÒjan, ‘figures, some of which provide the appearance of solecisms’.
39
Amm. II 8-15.
40
Bonner (1939) 76-7 remarks that in Comp. ‘the method of recasting is used in a novel and most
convincing manner.’
41
Comp. 6.29,19-30,1. Dionysius classifies toËton as a pronoun: see sections 3.6.3 and 5.3.6.
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Although Dionysius does not explain why Demosthenes’ version is more harmonious
than his metathesis, we can easily supply his argument from other chapters of On
Composition: according to Dionysius, the combination of the semivowel (≤m¤fvnon)
n and the voiceless (êfvnon) t produces a dissonant effect.42 Therefore, the addition
of the i, between the n and the t, has made the composition more euphonious.43 When
applying the three activities (¶rga) of composition to the level of clauses, Dionysius
shows that, in a chapter of his speech Against Leptines, Demosthenes has made his
composition charming, by paying more attention to the rhythmical quality (eÈruym¤a)
than to the explicitness (ékribe¤a) of his clauses:44
Demosthenes, Against Leptines 2:
§gΔ d' ˜ti m¢n tin«n kathgoroËnta pãntaw
éfaire›syai tØn ét°leian t«n éd¤kvn
§st¤n, §ãsv.

Dionysius’ metathesis:
§gΔ d' ˜ti m¢n tin«n kathgoroËnta …w oÈk
§pithde¤vn ¶xein tØn ét°leian pãntaw
éfaire›syai ka‹ toÁw dika¤vw aÈt∞w
tuxÒntaw t«n éd¤kvn §st¤n, §ãsv.

‘As for me, the fact that it is a case of
injustice that, when someone is accusing
certain individuals, he tries to deprive all of
exemption, I shall pass over.’

‘As for me, the fact that it is a case of
injustice that, when someone is accusing
certain individuals of being unfit for
exemption, he tries to deprive all of
exemption, even those who receive it by
right, I shall pass over.’

Although Dionysius tells us that the rhythm makes the original text preferable to the
rewritten version, he is not explicit about the precise character of that rhythm. It is
interesting, however, that he describes his own metathesis as the aÈtotel∞ (complete,
self-sufficient) version: here we have his recurring idea of a basic, natural form of
language, in which each sentence is complete in itself (see section 5.2).45 Authors can
deviate from this basic form by shortening or expanding their clauses. The term
aÈtotelÆw (having its own t°low, ending) points to the idea that a clause embraces a

42

Cf. Comp. 22.104,14-105,13 where Dionysius discusses the dissonance of the combinations –n yand -n t- in Pindar’s Ùmfãlon yuÒenta and panda¤dalÒn tÉ eÈkl°É égorãn: with regard to the latter
case, Dionysius actually says that the removal of the t (which would also involve a change of metre)
would make the composition more euphonious. See Vaahtera (1997) 593, where all the combinations
of a ≤m¤fvnon and an êfvnon in the texts discussed by Dionysius are counted. According to Vaahtera,
the texts of Isocrates that are quoted by Dionysius contain 41 combinations of words ending on -n and
words beginning with t-, which is far more than the passages by other authors. Isocrates, however,
belongs to the smooth composition type, so in fact he should have fewest of these combinations. This
fact seems to support Vaahtera’s conclusion that Dionysius’ theory is not fully consistent with the
reality of the texts that he used.
43
Dionysius may also object to the stamping repetition ‘TON TON’.
44
Comp. 9.35,7-16.
45
On Dionysius’ views on natural configuration of language, see also Schenkeveld (1983) 90-92.
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complete thought and is, therefore, independent.46 Thus, Dionysius assumes that we
can isolate a basic, grammatically complete sense-structure, on which supplements
can be added or from which items can be removed. The remarkable consequence of
this view is that Dionysius describes Demosthenes’ original sentence as the
adaptation of his own version: according to Dionysius, the two first clauses have been
‘shortened’ (meme¤vtai) by Demosthenes. This kind of what we would regard as
turning things around appears in many of his discussions of metathesis; Dionysius
often presents his own rearrangement as the natural or standard version, from which
the original text deviates (see also section 5.2).
Earlier in the discussion of clause composition (Comp. 7-9), Dionysius’ metathesis of
a sentence from Thucydides proves the importance of the proper arrangement of
k«la (clauses):47
Thucydides 3.57.4:
Íme›w te Œ LakedaimÒnioi ≤ mÒnh §lp¤w,
d°dimen, mØ oÈ b°baioi ∑te.

Dionysius’ metathesis:
Íme›w te, Œ LakedaimÒnioi, d°dimen mØ oÈ
b°baioi ∑te, ≤ mÒnh §lp¤w.

‘And we fear, men of Sparta, lest you, our
only hope, may fail in resolution.’

‘And we fear, men of Sparta, lest you may fail
in resolution, that are our only hope.’

In the metathesis of this paragraph from the speech of the Plataeans, the shift of the
words ≤ mÒnh §lp¤w removes the charm (xãriw) and feeling (pãyow) of the original.48
We could add that Dionysius’ change does not make the sentence more
understandable.49
As has been pointed out by Damon, Dionysius is less explicit about the precise nature
of the virtues that his metatheses prove than about the defects that he corrects. 50 I
think that there are at least two explanations for this habit: on the one hand, we may
46

On the idea that a colon indicates the conclusion of a thought, see ‘Demetrius’, Eloc. 2, with the
remarks by Schenkeveld (1964) 23-25 and Innes (1994) 36-53. The word aÈtotelÆw was also
important for the Stoic philosophers, who introduced the notion of a`ÈtotelØw diãnoia, ‘a complete,
independent thought’, which is the closest definition of a sentence in ancient linguistics: see
Schenkeveld (1999) 184.
47
Comp. 7.31,5-17. On this case of metathesis, see also Bonner (1939) 76 and Bottai (1999b) 145.
48
The original is ‘a very felicitously’ (xari°ntvw) composed sentence, ‘full of feeling’ (mestØ
pãyouw).
49
Dionysius may be thinking that ‘you who are our only hope’ is logically last as providing the cause
for the fear: ‘Longinus’, Subl. 22.2 discusses a hyperbaton in Herodotus 6.11, where the historian is
said to have inverted the natural order of words by putting the reason (aﬁt¤a) on the first place.
50
Damon (1991) 52: ‘(...) all Dionysius does is label the various stylistic characters, never putting his
finger on that wherein the character lies. (...) Metathesis, then, though an eminently satisfactory means
of locating a passage’s faults, is not used by Dionysius to explain its virtues in any but the most general
terms.’
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point to the didactic nature of Dionysius’ literary analysis; on the other hand, we
should take into account Dionysius’ views on the so-called êlogow a‡syhsiw, the
instinctive feeling that enables any person to appreciate and judge a work of art.
First, we should consider the pedagogical character of Dionysius’ work On
Composition, to which the instances of the second type of metathesis are confined
(see section 1.3). It is true that in all his treatises, literary criticism is subservient to
the actual production of texts: in that sense, all his critical works have an educational
purpose. However, the treatise On Composition is in particular characterised by a
didactic approach. In this work, Dionysius intends to instruct his pupil Rufus Metilius
and other young boys who are beginning to take up the study of civil oratory.51 The
person of the addressee and the intended audience in general clearly involve a specific
presentation of Dionysius’ ideas. This might explain why he uses the second type of
metathesis (bringing out virtues of the original text) only in On Composition, and not
in the works dedicated to his friends and colleagues.52 It may be significant that the
methodological treatise of ‘Demetrius’ On Style, which clearly has a didactic
character, applies the technique of illustrating the quality (rather than the faults) of a
text very frequently: this type of metathesis is apparently more appropriate to a
practical handbook for students than to literary treatises dedicated to competent
‘scholars’.53 The intended audience of On Composition might also explain the fact
that Dionysius is not always explicit on the virtues that his metatheses bring out:
instead of analysing the exact causes of the supreme quality of the original text that he
rewrites, Dionysius often invites his readers (or pupils) to draw their own conclusions
on the basis of his metathesis. He asks, for example: ‘Would the sentence have been
composed with the same elegance as in the form in which it was actually written?’
(Comp. 8.32,21-22). Such repeated didactic questions are absent from the treatises
that are addressed to Ammaeus, Pompeius Geminus, and Quintus Aelius Tubero,
where Dionysius seems to have in mind an audience of scholars rather than pupils
(see section 1.3). The didactic aspect of the rewriting technique in On Composition is
also indicated by the cases in which Dionysius does not carry out the metathesis, but
leaves it to the reader. In Comp. 3, for example, Dionysius invites the reader to put the
method of metathesis into practice, if he wants to see that the quality of Herodotus’
story about ‘Gyges and Candaules’ is not due to the selection of words, but to the
composition:54
51

Comp. 1.4,3-5. See section 1.3.
On the addressees of Dionysius’ rhetorical works, see section 1.4. On the intended audience of his
works, see section 1.3.
53
On the didactic nature of ‘Demetrius’, On Style, see Schenkeveld (1964) 22. For the use of
metathesis in that work, see Damon (1991) 52 n. 100.
54
Comp. 3.14,16-18.
52
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˜ti d¢ oÈd¢n §n aÈto›w §sti semnÚn oÈd¢ perittÒn, ı boulÒmenow e‡setai metaye‹w
oÈd¢n ˜ ti mØ tØn èrmon¤an.
‘That there is no grand or striking word in the present passage, anyone who wishes
will discover by changing nothing but the arrangement.’
Evidently, Dionysius supposes that his readers are used to the technique of rewriting
texts, and he is even confident that they can employ the method of metathesis
themselves.55 We can explain this by pointing to the importance of the paraphrases in
the ‘preliminary training exercises’ (progymnasmata) that were part of the educational
system of Dionysius’ time.56 In his treatise on progymnasmata, Theon defines
paraphrase as ‘changing the form of expression while keeping the thoughts’.57 He
distinguishes four types of paraphrasis, namely variation in syntax, by addition, by
subtraction and by substitution: these are the four categories of change that we also
encountered in Dionysius’ discussion of metaskeuÆ and in Caecilius’ theory of
figures (section 4.3.1). Dionysius’ readers were certainly used to the rewriting of texts
because of their daily exercises at school. Therefore, he could assume that his
audience was familiar with his technique of metathesis.58
However, the didactic character of his works does not offer the complete explanation
for the fact that Dionysius is almost never explicit about the virtues of the texts that
his metatheses prove. The second aspect that has to be taken into account here is the
irrational, instinctive criterion (tÚ êlogon t∞w diano¤aw kritÆrion), which is, besides
the rational criterion (tÚ logikÚn kritÆrion), one of the two faculties by which
literature is judged.59 According to Dionysius, everyone has an instinctive feeling
(êlogow a‡syhsiw), on which one can rely to judge literature. It seems that Dionysius
therefore supposes that the virtues that his metatheses prove are self-evident and do
not need a lengthy explanation. In many cases, the rearrangement is directly followed
by a rhetorical question, in which Dionysius makes it clear that he expects everyone to
agree with him that the original text is better than his own version: ‘When the clauses
55

A similar procedure can be found in ‘Longinus’, Subl. 40.2-3: a metathesis of Euripides, HF 1245 (a
verse consisting of simple words), would prove that ‘Euripides is a poet of word arrangement more
than of ideas’.
56
The progymnasmata fell under the teaching of the rhetor, but some elementary exercises were
already taught by the grammaticus. On these preliminary exercises, and the paraphrasis in particular,
see Quintilian, Inst. orat. 1.9.2 and Theon 2.62.10ff. Cf. H.-I. Marrou (19656) 259-264 and 410-411,
Bonner (1977) 250-276, Morgan (1998) 198-226, Kennedy (2000), and Murphy (2000) 484-492.
57
See Kennedy (2000) 51-52.
58
Similarly, the grammarian Apollonius Dyscolus supposes that his audience is familiar with his
method of metãlhciw (paraphrasing): see Sluiter (1990) 111-117.
59
See Thuc. 27.371,5-10. Cf. Schenkeveld (1975) 93-107, Goudriaan (1989) 142-54 and Damon (1991)
44-45.
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are arranged in this way, does the same charm still remain, or the same feeling? No
one would say so.’60
7.3.3. Metatheses illustrating alternative compositions or particularities
The third type of metathesis produces a text that is neither preferable nor inferior to
the original, but offers an alternative that can exist beside the original. This type is
only found in Dionysius’ later writings. This may be explained by the fact that in On
Composition and On Demosthenes Dionysius develops a theory of different valid
composition types (xarakt∞rew t∞w suny°sevw or èrmon¤ai: see section 4.3.2),
whereas in his earlier works he uses the theory of antithetical good and bad qualities
(éreta‹ l°jevw), which sharply distinguish good and bad versions of a text (see
section 6.5).61 The metathesis illustrating alternative compositions seems to be a more
original approach than the other two types of rewriting, which I have dealt with
before. The use of this metathesis also corresponds to the more aesthetic approach and
the generally more detailed analysis that set Dionysius’ later works apart from his
earlier writings. Within the third type of metathesis, we can distinguish between three
subtypes: (1) conversions of the Ionic dialect, (2) metatheses pointing out differences
between various styles of composition and (3) metatheses illustrating the poetical
character of clauses in a prose text.
First, we can place in this category those cases where Dionysius changes the Ionic of
Herodotus into the Attic dialect. According to Usher, Dionysius was forced to do this,
because in the Ionic dialect, Herodotus could never be a satisfactory model.62
However, there seems to be a second reason why Dionysius converts the dialect of
Herodotus. In Comp. 3, Dionysius quotes the famous story of ‘Gyges and Candaules’
in the Attic dialect.63 As he explains himself, Dionysius changes the Ionic into Attic
‘in order that no one may imagine that the passage owes its attractiveness to the
dialect’.64 In other words, Dionysius wants us to believe that the charm of the story is
due to the composition, and not to the Ionic dialect. Therefore, he has to show that the
60

Comp. 7.31,16-17: îr' ¶ti m°nei toËton tÚn trÒpon ≤rmosm°nvn t«n k≈lvn ≤ aÈtØ xãriw μ tÚ aÈtÚ
pãyow; oÈde‹w ín e‡poi.
61
On the evolution of Dionysius’ doctrine, see Bonner (1939) and Lebel (1973).
62
Usher (1974) 398-9 n. 1 (on the rewriting of Herodotus 7.8 in Dem. 41.220,23-223,4): ‘Herodotus
was something of an embarrassment to Dionysius (....).’ Dionysius did not have the same problem with
Homer, because Homer was considered the model of all dialects, including Attic: see Pseudo-Plutarch,
De Homero 8-13. Cf. Hillgruber (1994) 114ff. For writing prose, Attic was the model, but for poetry
the dialect depended on genre requirements. Therefore, Dionysius quotes not only Homer, but also
Sappho and Pindar in their own dialect.
63
On the many different rewritings of the story of ‘Gyges and Candaules’ in the rhetorical tradition, see
Spina (1999).
64
Comp. 3.12,18-13,2: ·na d¢ mÆ tiw Ípolãb˙ tØn diãlekton e‰nai t∞w ≤don∞w aﬁt¤an tª l°jei.
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passage preserves its pleasing form when rewritten in the Attic dialect. It remains
remarkable, however, that it does not seem to bother Dionysius that, together with the
dialect, he also changes the sounds of the original text, in spite of the fact that
euphony is such an important aspect of sÊnyesiw.
In a few cases, Dionysius rewrites a passage in order to show the differences between
various composition styles.65 The most interesting example of this subtype is his dual
metathesis of Herodotus 1.6 in Comp. 4. The first rearrangement is in the style of
Thucydides, the second is that of Hegesias, the archetype of Asiatic perversity:66
Herodotus 1.6:
Kro›sow ∑n LudÚw m¢n
g°now, pa›w d' ÉAluãttou,
tÊrannow d' §yn«n t«n
§ntÚw ÜAluow potamoË: ˘w
=°vn épÚ meshmbr¤aw
metajÁ SÊrvn te ka‹
PaflagÒnvn §j¤hsi prÚw
bor°an ênemon eﬁw tÚn
Eîjeinon kaloÊmenon
pÒnton.

Dionysius’ metathesis,
the style of Thucydides:
Kro›sow ∑n uﬂÚw m¢n
ÉAluãttou, g°now d¢ LudÒw,
tÊrannow d¢ t«n §ntÚw
ÜAluow potamoË §yn«n: ˘w
épÚ meshmbr¤aw =°vn
metajÁ SÊrvn ka‹
PaflagÒnvn eﬁw tÚn
Eîjeinon kaloÊmenon
pÒnton §kd¤dvsi prÚw
bor°an ênemon.

Dionysius’ metathesis,
the style of Hegesias:
ÉAluãttou m¢n uﬂÚw ∑n
Kro›sow, g°now d¢ LudÒw,
t«n d' §ntÚw ÜAluow
potamoË tÊrannow §yn«n:
˘w épÚ meshmbr¤aw =°vn
SÊrvn te ka‹ PaflagÒnvn
metajÁ prÚw bor°an
§j¤hsin ênemon §w tÚn
kaloÊmenon pÒnton
EÎjeinon.

‘Croesus was a Lydian by
birth and the son of Alyattes.
He was king of the nations
on this side of the river
Halys, which flows from the
south between Syria and
Paphlagonia and discharges
itself into the sea to the
north, which is called the
Euxine.’

‘Croesus was the son of
Alyattes, and by birth a
Lydian. He was king, on this
side of the Halys, over
nations; which river from the
south flowing between Syria
and Paphlagonia runs into
the sea which is called the
Euxine and issues towards
the north.’

‘Alyattes’ son was Croesus,
by birth a Lydian. King over
all nations was he, on this
side of the river Halys;
which river from the south
flowing between Syria and
Paphlagonia discharges itself
to the north, into the Euxinecalled sea.’

Dionysius describes the original version as ‘leisurely’ (ÍpagvgikÒn) and ‘history-like’
(ﬂstorikÒn), the second as ‘straightforward’ or ‘systematic’ (ÙryÒn) and ‘forensic’
(§nag≈nion). The third version, in the style of Hegesias, is ‘precious’ (mikrÒkomcon),

65

Apart from the metathesis of Herodotus 1.6 in Comp. 4 (below), there is the rewriting of a verse by
Pindar in Comp. 22.105,2-13, which illustrates the difference between the austere and the smooth
composition type by removing the dissonant combination -n t- . ‘Demetrius’, Eloc. 296-298 uses this
type of metathesis to illustrate the differences between styles that are specific to individual authors,
such as Aristippus, Xenophon, Aeschines and Plato.
66
Comp. 4.18,4-19,18. On this metathesis, see also Bottai (1999b) 145-146.
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‘degenerate’ (égenn°w) and ‘effeminate’ (malyakÒn). There is much to say on these
rewritings, but I can here only briefly comment on some aspects. The reason why the
Thucydidean version is described as ÙryÒn is probably that it has a more systematic
way of distributing its information than the original. In ‘outward expansion’,
‘Thucydides’ first deals with Croesus’ family, then his Lydian birth and finally his
kingship; likewise, the relative clause flows together with the river Halys, beginning
in the south (épÚ meshmbr¤aw) and ending in the north (prÚw bor°an ênemon).
Dionysius has also altered some words. 67 For example, he has observed that pa›w is
more common in Herodotus, whereas Thucydides and Hegesias would rather use
uﬂÒw.68 In the composition of this version, I think that we can observe some
characteristics of the austere sÊnyesiw, the composition type to which Thucydides
belongs, according to Dionysius (see section 4.3.2).69 The displacement of LudÒw
breaks the parallelism between LudÒw, pa›w (uﬂÒw) and tÊrannow, and creates
anastrophe. In the Thucydidean version, there are also more clashes of consonants
and semivowels at word boundaries, such as meshmbr¤aw =°vn and =°vn metajÁ.
Next, the postponement of §yn«n creates a hiatus between potamoË and §yn«n.
Hiatus and clashes of consonants or semivowels are typical of the austere composition
as Dionysius conceives it.70 Further, instead of eight, there are now twelve words
between the relative pronoun ˘w and the verb §kd¤dvsi (§j¤hsi), a hyperbaton which
also appears to suit the sÊnyesiw aÈsthrã.71
Finally, the removal of the word te from te ka¤ might be explained by the fact that the
austere composition contains fewer sÊndesmoi than the smooth composition.72 As I
have pointed out before (section 4.3.2), Dionysius’ austere composition, which is
characterised as ÙligosÊndesmow (‘containing few connectives’), might be related to
Aristotle’s l°jiw égvnistikÆ (the style of on oral speech), which employs asyndeton.
Although the removal of te from te ka¤ in the first metathesis of Herodotus 1.6 does
of course not produce asyndeton, Dionysius may have been guided by the idea that his
67

In fact, Dionysius had said that he would not change the words, but only the composition: menÒntvn
m¢n t«n Ùnomãtvn, éllattom°nhw d¢ t∞w suny°sevw (Comp. 4.18,5-6).
68
See LSJ s.v. uﬂÒw. The change of pa›w into uﬂÒw may also be explained by the fact that the latter word
is more familiar in later Greek: ‘Demetrius’, Eloc. 11 (on period-theory) makes the same change in his
metathesis of Demosthenes, Lept. 1.
69
See Comp. 22.98,11 and Comp. 22.106,15-111,17. On the three composition types (sÊnyesiw
aÈsthrã, glafurã and eÎkratow or koinÆ), which should not be confused with the three ‘styles’, see
further Pohl (1968) and Donadi (1986) 42-63.
70
See Dem. 38.210,14ff. and Comp. 22.96,13-14: ép°xein te épÉ éllÆlvn tå mÒria diastãseiw
éjiolÒgouw aﬁsyhto›w xrÒnoiw dieirgÒmena. ‘The parts shall be at considerable distances from one
another, separated by perceptible intervals.’
71
The austere composition type is in many cases ÍperoptikØ t∞w ékolouy¤aw (‘neglecting
grammatical sequence’): Comp. 22.98,2-3. See section 5.2.
72
Comp. 22.98,1-2; cf. Dem. 29.213,6ff. See section 4.3.2. For the term sÊndesmow, see section 3.6.4.
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austere composition, just like Aristotle’s l°jiw égvnistikÆ, avoids the use of many
connectives. And we may notice that Aristotle’s views on the use of asyndeton in the
‘agonistic’ style fit well into Dionysius’ description of the Thucydidean version as
‘forensic’ (§nag≈nion). An alternative explanation of the removal of te is that the
Thucydidean composition favours a clash between -n k- (SÊrvn ka‹) to the
combination –n t- (SÊrvn te). However, both clashes (-n t- and -n k-) are described
as ‘rough and dissonant’:73 the interrupted continuity of speech between these letters
produces a harsh effect, which is at home in the austere composition type. It may be
interesting to add that Usher attributes to Dionysius a ‘great partiality’ for the particle
te, which might be explained as an aspect of his archaising tendency.74
Dionysius’ second metathesis of Herodotus 1.6 is a clear example of a defective style,
which pays no attention to the systematic distribution of information.75 The opening
with the genitive ÉAluãttou is strange, the position of m°n after ÉAluãttou puts the
reader on the wrong track, the word tÊrannow is concealed at an unnatural place, and
the congruent pair bor°an and ênemon have been separated. This metathesis is
associated with the ‘Asianic’ style, to which the Atticist Dionysius strongly objects.76
There remains one subtype of metathesis to be discussed, namely the rewriting of
passages from prose texts in order to illustrate their poetical character. We find these
rewritings in the Comp. 25, which deals with the question how prose can be made to
resemble a beautiful poem (see chapter 6). By adding one or two words to a certain
73

Cf. Vaahtera (1997) 589. For the dissonant effect of the clash -n t-, see Comp. 22.105,27 (on Pindar’s
panda¤dalÒn tÉ eÈkl°Éégorãn) and Comp. 22.106,7-10 (on Pindar’s stefãnvn tçn tÉ §aridrÒpvn).
For the clash –n k-, see Comp. 22.108,18-109,13 (on Thucydides’ Peloponnhs¤vn ka¤).
74
Usher (1982) 829-830.
75
One could argue that this second metathesis, being inferior to the original, should be treated under
the second category (metatheses bringing out virtues of the original). The Thucydidean metathesis,
however, is not presented as inferior to the original. Dionysius’ purpose in this passage is to show the
various ways in which one idea can be expressed, rather than to prove the quality of Herodotus’
version. I have therefore chosen to deal with both the Thucydidean and the Asiatic metathesis in the
third category (metatheses illustrating alternative compositions).
76
On Hegesias and his alleged corrupt style, see Swain (1996) 22. See also section 1.2. A third
metathesis of Herodotus 1.6 can be found in Hermogenes, On Types of Style 1.3 (p. 230 Rabe).
According to Hermogenes, Herodotus’ original sentence is a model of purity (kayarÒthw), which
would be lost if the sentence started with a genitive absolute subordinate construction: Kro¤sou ˆntow
LudoË m¢n g°now, paidÚw d¢ ÉAluãttev, turãnnou d¢ §yn«n t«n §ntÚw ÜAluow potamoË ...: ‘Since
Croesus was a Lydian by birth, and since he was the son of Alyattes, and since he ruled those nations
on this side of the Halys River (...).’ (Translation Wooten [1987]). In Caecilius of Caleacte fr. 76a
Ofenloch (Epitome Alexandri III p. 39,12 Spengel), Herodotus 1.6 is rewritten in order to make it clear
that the part on the river Halys is a parembolÆ (parenthesis): §dÊnato går oÏtvw ¶xein ı lÒgow
“tÊrannow d¢ §yn°vn t«n §ntÚw ÜAluow potamoË, o tow Œn ı Kro›sow. ‘For the sentence could also be
like this: “As king of the nations on this side of the Halys river, this Croesus (...)”.’ ‘Demetrius’, Eloc.
45-46 rewrites a comparable sentence from Thucydides 2.102, in which the course of the river
Achelous is described.
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CHAPTER 7

clause of Demosthenes, Dionysius shows that this clause almost corresponds to a
trimeter, tetrameter or pentameter. In the following instances of metathesis, Dionysius
completes two iambic trimeters by adding tina to the first, and §n m°rei to the second
clause:77
Demosthenes, Against Aristocrates 1:
proãgein §mautÚn eﬁw ép°xyeian
‘expose myself to his hostility’

Dionysius’ metathesis:
proãgein §mautÚn eﬁw ép°xyeiãn tina
‘expose myself to some hostility of his’

Demosthenes, Against Aristocrates 1:
éposterhy∞nai pãlin aÈt∞w
‘and once again be taken from you’

Dionysius’ metathesis:
éposterhy∞nai pãlin aÈt∞w §n m°rei
‘and once again be taken from you in return’

We should not assume, of course, that Dionysius really suggests changing the original
texts in these cases. Rather, he is proving that, in many cases, Demosthenes’ prose
texts resemble poetry. His writings are not actually ‘in rhythm’ (¶rruymon) or ‘in
metre’ (¶mmetron), but they appear rhythmical (eÎruymon) and metrical (eÎmetron),
which is to be preferred:78 they are poetical though not actually a poem (see section
6.1).79 By completing the latent metres in Demosthenes’ text, Dionysius simply
intends to prove that the poetical ways of expression are there.
7.4. Conclusion
Having shown the many different ways in which Dionysius applies his method of
metathesis, I hope to have made clear that this technique is more useful and successful
than is supposed by Greenberg (1958), whose article on this subject is the standard
work of reference for modern scholars who discuss metathesis.
Although Dionysius’ rewritings resemble that of Heracleodorus and the kritikoi in
some instances, they serve other purposes besides that of establishing the importance
of composition. Analysing prose as well as poetry, Dionysius employs metathesis not
only to show that composition (sÊnyesiw) in general is more important than choice of
words (§klogÆ), but also (1) to correct the artificiality of certain passages, thus
showing ways to avoid ‘unnatural’ composition, (2) to trace specific effects of sound,
rhythm and clause arrangement, and (3) to illustrate the differences between various
styles of composition, or to point to the poetical character of prose texts. The method
77

Comp. 25.128,14-18; Comp. 25.129,16-20.
Comp. 25.124,10-125,7.
79
Comp. 25.125,6-7.
78
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of metathesis thus offers a versatile instrument enabling Dionysius to isolate and
highlight characteristics of a given text under one aspect, while leaving other aspects
unaffected. Dionysius’ method of rewriting is closely related to the theories on
language, linguistics and literature that we have examined in the previous chapters. In
the analysis of style, Dionysius’ grammatical theories on syntax and his method of
metathesis closely cooperate, as we have seen in sections 4.4.2 and 5.2. By adopting a
grammatical framework on the one hand and the method of rewriting on the other,
Dionysius is able to trace specific characteristics of stylistic composition. Further, we
have seen that Dionysius’ use of metathesis departs from the idea that there is a
natural form of expression that underlies all utterances, and to which deviating
constructions and figures can be reduced. This idea corresponds to the views on
natural syntax and word order that I have discussed in chapter 5.
Dionysius’ language experiments are in no way theoretical exercises. They have a
very practical aim, namely to teach the reader how to write in a correct and
convincing style. In accordance with the principles of Atticism and classicism,
classical literature is taken as the model for new writing; the method of metathesis
shows the merits, defects and particularities of the classical examples.80 Metathesis
offers Dionysius and his audience the opportunity to compare two formulations of the
same thought, and, as Dionysius himself has observed, ‘the best method of assessment
is the comparative.’81

80

For the relation between m¤mhsiw and metãyesiw, see the contribution of M. Hurst to the discussion
of Flashar (1979) 109.
81
Pomp. 1.224,9-10: krãtistow §l°gxou trÒpow ı katå sÊgkrisin gignÒmenow. See also section 1.4.
Dionysius here refers to the method of comparing two or more authors, not to the method of
metathesis. The essence of metathesis, however, is also that it enables Dionysius and his readers to
compare the original text with a new phrasing of the same idea. In that sense, metãyesiw is also a form
of sÊgkrisiw.

